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MANAGE THE FUTURE
Accredited Management Teacher (AMT) Certification
Do you have the desire to be a
management teacher?
(You need not be in the academic profession)

If so, apply to be an Accredited
Management Teacher

Accreditation of Management Teacher is a service initiated by All India Management Association (AIMA) to
overcome shortage of full time and guest management faculty in B-Schools.

The AMT certification process involves
Screening of Application

Presentation

Interview

Applications are invited from
Trainers

Corporate Managers

Academicians/Faculty

Consultants

Eligibility
Qualification: Post Graduate Degree or equivalent in any discipline relevant to management education.
Experience: Post graduate level regular teaching experience of minimum 3 years OR Industry/ Consultancy/ Training/
Research experience of minimum five years.
Note: Experience will be counted subsequent to achieving the requisite PG Degree or equivalent qualification.

Accreditation Session is conducted normally on the second Friday of each month at Delhi
Accreditation Session is held selectively in other cities also.

Register online at https://applyadmission.net/amt
For further information, please contact:
Manager (AMT), Centre for Management Service,
All India Management Association, 15, Link Road, Lajpat Nagar 3, New Delhi -110024
Tel: 09599024188, 011-47673000, 49868399 (Ext 817), Direct : 011-47673032, Email: amt@aima.in, Website: www.aima.in

B SINESS
NUSUAL

AIMA BusinessUnusual Series is a set of one-day
programmes conducted digitally and will focus on providing
mentorship and guidance from experts to help enterprises
revitalise their operations and realign their business models
as per the new normal.

SERIES

JUNE - JULY 2020
DIGITAL SUPREMACY
CAPITALISING ON SHIFT TO ONLINE
Saturday, 20 June, 2020

Programmes & Speakers
INNOVATING TO SURVIVE
ADAPTING TO THE POST-COVID WORLD
Saturday, 06 June, 2020

- TV Mohandas Pai
Chairman, Manipal Global Education Services
- Solomon Darwin
Executive Director, Garwood Center Corporate Innovation,
Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley
- CP Gurnani
CEO and Managing Director, Tech Mahindra
- D Shivakumar
Group Executive President - Corporate Strategy and Business,
Aditya Birla Group
- Deep Kalra
Founder and Group Executive Chairman, MakeMyTrip Limited

BUILDING BUSINESS RESILIENCE
MANAGING THE NEW NORMAL
Saturday, 13 June, 2020

- Pramod Bhasin
Founder, Genpact and Chairman, Clix Capital
- Sunil Kant Munjal
Chairman, Hero Enterprise
- Manoj Kohli
Country Head - SoftBank India
- Ganesh Natarajan
Chairman, 5F World
- Saurabh Mukherjea
Founder & Chief Investment Officer, Marcellus Investment Managers

- D Shivakumar
Group Executive President - Corporate Strategy and Business,
Aditya Birla Group
- Sunil Lulla
Chief Executive Officer, BARC India
- Mohit Kapoor
Vice President, Group Alliances & Mentor, JioGenNext, Reliance Jio
- Sukhleen Aneja
CMO & Marketing Director, Hygiene home for South Asia,
Reckitt Benckiser
- Anusha Shetty
Chairperson and CEO, Grey Group, India

AUTOMATION FOR BUSINESS
CONTINUITY AND GROWTH
Saturday, 27 June, 2020

- TV Mohandas Pai
Chairman, Manipal Global Education Services
- Umakant Soni
Co-founder, AI foundry and Advisor & Founding Partner, pi Ventures
- Pulak Ghosh
IIMB Chair of Excellence & Professor, Decision Sciences &
Center of Public Policy, IIM-Bangalore
- Pulkit Gaur
Founder & CTO, Gridbots Technologies
KK Natarajan *
Co-Founder, Mindtree Ltd

SHOCK PROOFING SUPPLY CHAINS
Saturday, 04 July, 2020

- CK Ranganathan
Chairman & Managing Director, CavinKare Pvt Ltd
- Albinder Dhindsa *
Co-founder, Grofers

- RS Sodhi
Managing Director, GCMMF Ltd (AMUL)
- Vineet Agarwal
Managing Director, Transport Corporation of India Ltd

HR LEADERSHIP: TRANSFORMING WORK,
WORKPLACE AND WORKFORCE
Saturday, 11 July, 2020

- Rajeev Dubey
Principal Advisor, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd
- Manish Sabharwal
Chairman, TeamLease Services Ltd
- Ranjan Mohapatra
Director (HR), Indian Oil Corporation Limited
- SV Nathan
Partner and Chief Talent Officer, Deloitte India
- Ira Gupta
HR Head, Microsoft India
- Judhajit Das
Chief - Human Resources, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance

THE BIG SHIFT: HOW COVID WOULD
CHANGE CONSUMPTION AND BRANDING
Saturday, 18 July, 2020

- Saugata Gupta
Managing Director and CEO, Marico Ltd
- Devendra Chawla
CEO & MD, Spencer's Retail Ltd
- D Shivakumar
Group Executive President - Corporate Strategy and
Business, Aditya Birla Group
- Piyush Pandey *
Chief Creative Officer, Worldwide & Executive Chairman,
India, Ogilvy
- Tarun Katial
CEO, ZEE5 India under the Consumption and Branding programme
* Confirmation awaited

PARTICIPATION FEE
• INR 15,000+ GST per participant per programme - 1 to 4 nominations
• INR 12,500+ GST per participant per programme - 5 to 8 nominations
• INR 10,000+ GST per participant per programme - 9 or more
nominations
• Group discounts can be availed on nominations from an organisation
over multiple programmes under the series
Vikas Sharma
Mobile: +91 9999678297
Email: vikas@aima.in

Shilpi Gupta
Mobile: +91 8470807788
Email: shilpi@aima.in

• Plus 18% GST, GST No. AAATA 1644 AST001, PAN No. AAATA 1644 A
• The programme would be conducted digitally on a secured platform meeting the security measures as suggested by CERTIN and MHA Advisories
• Registrations are confirmed upon receipt of payment only
• Log-in details for joining the programme will be shared with the participant(s) only after the receipt of the participation fee
• Bank or any other charges will be extra on remittances
• All India Management Association (AIMA) reserves the right to postpone events or amend the programme if necessary

All India Management Association
Management House, 14, Institutional Area, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003
Tel: 011- 2460 8524 / 24608511 / 43128100, Website: www.aima.in
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Participation Fee (per team)*
(*For a team of three persons)

1-2 Team 3-6 Teams 7-More Teams

For Members of AIMA

`30,000

`28,000

`26,000

For Non-members of AIMA
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Startups: Leading economic recovery
Sanjay Kirloskar is Chairman and Managing Director, Kirloskar Brothers Limited.

S

tartups have been touted as the future of

While each new startup creates many new

Indian economy for a long time but now

direct jobs, it has a big impact on job creation

is the time for them to step up and lead.

down the line. For example, online food retail

COVID-19 and lockdowns have broken

and e-commerce have created millions of jobs

the economy, and the country needs the speed

in logistics and doorstep delivery. They can

and transformative power of technology and

also scale up faster because they are inherently

innovation to jumpstart its rehabilitation.

digital, and they can reach out to national and

Startups have many advantages over
conventional firms. Agility is one. Being new,

Startups also have a transformative effect on

they are not constrained by stakeholder

local development. They spur education and

obligations built up over time, and they can

training by creating demand for talent. They

change course midway or even reinvent

lead the modernisation of infrastructure and

themselves entirely if required. They are

governance institutions. Importantly, startups

capital-driven and do not rely on immediate

attract foreign investment and technology,

revenue, which allows them to experiment

which help improve a country’s economic

with products, services, and business models.

capabilities. Equally importantly, a country is

Startups can enter and exit a business a

known by its startups, and successful startups

lot more easily, especially through the

make a nation look clever and important.

acquisition route. They are easier to manage

In this hour of economic crisis, India is

and manoeuvre too because they are

looking towards its startups to show the way

founder-driven, and not encumbered by the

out of the mire created by lockdowns. However,

pyramid of hierarchy that gets built in mature

lockdowns have not spared startups either, and

organisations.

many may need to save themselves. India must

A swift economic recovery requires firms

ensure that the gains of the startup economy

to reorganise supply chains and create new

are not lost because of a sudden shock. The

markets. Startups are best placed to use

country needs a resilient and cheerful startup

technology to augment existing businesses

sector to turn the economy around quickly.

and to create new markets. They can use it to

6

global markets at minimal costs.

According to a survey, almost three quarters

unlock untapped potential vis-à-vis production,

of startups are running low on cash because

distribution, and consumption by reducing

revenue flow has stopped due to lockdowns

costs and increasing convenience.

whereas costs have not dropped. Many of
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these are early-stage startups that need

cities and towns, where much of the country's

next rounds of funding from investors who

population lives with meagre means and limited

are not enthused by the suppression of

access to the needs of modern life. There is

production and consumption. The additional

vast scope for applying technology to fill the

screening of Chinese investment in Indian firms

gaps in the business and consumer markets.

is not helping matters either. Many of India’s

There are unmet needs in every imaginable

unicorn startups are substantially funded by

area—manufacturing, retail, distribution,

the Chinese.

healthcare, education, finance, farming, etc.—

However, as the economy reopens

and across each kind of trade channel—B2B,

cautiously, chances of survival have increased

B2C, and C2C. Output in all these areas can be

for many startups. Some of them can even

increased dramatically by creating innovative

fund their losses and working capital a little

platforms to make mutual discovery and

by declaring themselves MSMEs to tap the

exchange fast, convenient, and cheaper.

government’s emergency credit package.

Indian startups are building online solutions

However, banks and NBFCs rarely lend to

to help farmers, the self-employed, and small

startups and, therefore, the MSME scheme

enterprises utilise modern technologies such

may not work for some. Layoffs, salary cuts,

as mobile, cloud, GPS, data analytics, artificial

and surrender of rented spaces are spreading

intelligence, robotics, and Internet of Things.

in the sector.

Technology-enabled innovations can bring

Nevertheless, there are ample opportunities

dramatic efficiency gains to economic activities

for resilient startups to take leadership of

of a billion plus Indians and shift them from

economic revival. There are too many unserved

subsistence work to wealth creation.

and underserved markets in the country,

What happens to startups during this

and also too many unsolved business and

crisis will determine what happens to the

consumer challenges. Startups can innovate in

Indian economy over the next few years. The

such areas to create new demand and

COVID-19 crisis is a watershed moment, and

new supply.

India needs its startup ecosystem in good

Conventionally, tech startups tend to focus
on urban problems, especially those of the

health to become a modern economy sooner
than later.

techies themselves and their friends. However,
in India, the biggest opportunity lies in small

The opinion expressed is personal.
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The Trailblazers
The meteoric rise of startups has left a deep impact
on India’s economic story.
In exclusive interviews, we capture the thoughts
of six young entrepreneurs who are preparing the
ground for a better tomorrow.
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Sparking change…

N

o picture of the Indian startup
scenario is complete without
highlighting these impressive
numbers—the country, being the
third largest startup ecosystem
in the world, had nearly 50,000
startups in 2018; and as many as
1,300 tech startups were born in 2019 alone, which means
that two to three tech startups are born every day.1 This is a
clear pointer to an enabling ecosystem marked by copious
funding options, mentorship, policy initiatives like Startup
India, and last but not least boundless entrepreneurial energy.
What has made this enormous growth possible is also the
country’s demographic profile and its fast-paced journey
towards becoming a digital economy.
It has always been a two-way street. Entrepreneurs
spotting an opportunity in an existing need or gap and
designing innovative and scalable solutions to address
it, leveraging technology in many a case; and society at
large, or a few segments, benefitting from it and turning
consumers. What do these entrepreneurs do differently
that they are able to herald change and add value, and
also manage to do so with lean teams and flat structures?
Undoubtedly, well-defined goals, dedicated teams,
innovative thinking, and high risk appetite. Startup culture
has its own set of peculiarities too. It is most often rooted
in a ‘connect and coordinate’ paradigm rather than a
‘command and control’ one, wherein there is a high degree
of inclusivity and alignment.
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And of course, the most uniqueness lies in the
willingness to embrace failure. To quote Hap Klopp,
co-author of Almost, “The comforts and joy of embracing
failure will come when people adopt the philosophy
espoused by Thomas Edison when he said ‘I’ve never failed,
I’ve just found 10,000 ways that don’t work.’ And, when
they do that, they experience the liberation that results
from discarding moribund ideas and plans and pivoting to
a new and significantly more successful course of action.”2
Unlearning is inevitable too—it is important to keep pace
with the times and revisit and revise strategy if need be.
Startup founders are truly changemakers but they are
sentinels too, shouldering several responsibilities—steering
the team, keeping an ear to the ground, rewiring strategy
to suit the new normal, tackling adversities, building
resilience, and so on. And at the same time, focusing on
their vision and working towards gaining a competitive
edge. Undoubtedly, all these lend them the image of a hero
as well as an aura of success. But there is something often
overshadowed by the picture of autonomy they become
associated with—a sense of loneliness that often engulfs the
solo traveller. But then, solo journeys are hardly smooth;
and startups are no exception.
Challenges are many, but nevertheless entrepreneurial
spirit seems to be only growing by the day in our country.
And ample opportunities lie ahead to be seized, shaped into
startups, and turned into sustainable businesses.

Startup founders are
truly changemakers
but they are sentinels
too, shouldering several
responsibilities—steering
the team, keeping an ear
to the ground, rewiring
strategy to suit the
new normal, tackling
adversities, building
resilience, and so on.

References
1 https://www.startupindia.gov.in/
content/sih/en/international/go-tomarket-guide/indian-startup-ecosystem.
html
2 http://www.thesmartmanager.com/
the-secret-sauce/
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Ajeesh Achuthan
Co-founder and
CTO, Open.

‘We believe in a
fail-fast approach’
At a time when banks are adopting digital technologies on a scale never seen before, neo-banking has
emerged as an agile solution to new-age financial needs, providing essential business services such as
invoicing and automated bookkeeping on top of a core banking layer. Ajeesh Achuthan talks about the
challenges of introducing neo-banking as a concept in India and transitioning customers from traditional
banking structures to a single, unified platform.



What makes a successful startup team?
How do you create a culture of taking
risks and embracing failure?
Team dynamics are very important in a
startup’s journey. The initial few members
decide the ongoing journey, and the priority
is to get the right set of people on board.
Back in 2017, when we launched Open, no
one really knew what a neo-bank was. It
was very important for us to get the right
people initially who believed in the ‘road
not taken’. We were successful in doing so,
which helped us reach where we are now.
There were situations where we had to make
quick decisions, and sometimes we failed.
But we believe in ‘fail-fast, reiterate’. Being

the first player in the Asian market, building a
neo-banking platform had its own challenges.
But our fail-fast approach has helped us grow
and learn from mistakes. Fear of failure pulls
people back from experimenting or taking
risks. To be successful, people should be given
enough freedom and support to experiment.


Do you think ‘connect and coordinate’
as opposed to ‘command and control’
best suits a startup environment?
Unless there is collaboration, a startup will
not be able to grow. Everyone in the team
should be an individual contributor and, at
the same time, the end result should come
out of collaboration. Commanding and
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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micromanaging people in the team will
ultimately create a bad culture in
the company. Giving enough freedom
and space for collaboration creates a
positive environment.
Is management education an enabler in
the entrepreneurial journey?
Scaling from a small team to a bigger team
requires initial team members to step up
into managerial roles as the team grows. An
early developer in the team, who had been
coding the product, may no longer do that
once the development team grows. He or she
might need to switch to a lead
role, which includes managing
people. A management role
Micromanaging people in
requires a different set of skills
the team will ultimately
altogether. Most of them fail
create a bad culture in
unless given proper training.
the company. Giving
The doers, at one point of
time—when the team grows—
enough freedom
will have to wear the hat of
and space for
makers. Management education
collaboration creates a
is an enabler that helps doers
positive environment.
step up into a maker’s role.

financial activities, and we have built services
on top of the banking layer. Most of the time,
a bank may not always be able to serve the
needs of SMEs when it comes to accounting,
expense management, or other services. That
is where Open comes in. We work along with
banks to cocreate these products on top of the
banking layer.
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Open’s customers are typically
SMEs, startups, freelancers, and gig
economy employees, many of which
are underserved by big banks. What
role does neo-banks like Open play in
addressing this gap?
Businesses have to rely on multiple platforms
for their daily financial operations. These
platforms, be it a payment gateway or
an accounting software, is completely
disconnected from the banking systems.
From raising an invoice to doing vendor
payouts, they have to juggle between multiple
platforms and worry about reconciliation and
accounting. Open provides a single, unified
platform, which is tightly integrated with the
banking layer. I believe banking is core to all
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The neo-banking sector in India is at
a nascent stage. What are the
challenges involved in operating in a
niche segment?
Back in 2017, when we introduced neobanking in India, the major challenge we
faced was convincing banks on this model.
API banking concepts were still in the nascent
stage during those days. But later on, we
were able to onboard one of the biggest
banks in the country and roll out the product.
Operating a neo-bank involves its own set
of challenges when it comes to maintaining
bank-grade security, adhering to compliance,
ensuring fail-safe systems, etc. But over
the years, our systems and processes
have evolved.
Attracting customers to a neo-banking
platform is not easy as it comes down to trust,
security, and product experience. If any of it is
out of proportion, then you will fail. We were
able to strike a balance between them. We had
invested a lot of time and energy in building
a secure product without compromising the
product experience. A lot of our customers
have switched from traditional banking to
Open because of the product experience.
What is Open’s approach to data
privacy? Does the company utilise AI
or other technology tools to analyse
customer data to market products?
As a neo-banking platform, we do regular
audits on our systems and processes to ensure
data security and privacy. We have done our

© Shutterstock.com
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ISO27001 and PCIDSS Level 1 certification.
Open is a horizontal platform that includes a
[wide] suite of features—from accounting to
expense management to payments. For every
SME who comes to the platform, it would
be difficult to promote a particular feature in
the platform as there are diverse needs. Who
would need what? We are trying to solve this
by building our own recommendation engine
that learns a user’s product usage pattern and
recommends features based on that data.


Is neo-banking a profitable business
model given the competition from
established banks, regulatory
challenges, and the constant

technology and security investments
required?
Neo-bank is a profitable business model. Just
like any other SaaS-based product, we charge
an annual subscription for using the platform.
Open works alongside banks and cocreates
the banking experience for customers, and so
we do not see banks as competition; rather we
see them as partners. Since we have banks as
our backend and we provide the technology
layer, regulatory challenges are negligible.
When coming to any fintech SaaS product,
constant technology and security investments
are inevitable and that is what we help the
bank with. We provide better technology,
security, and product experience.
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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Suthirth Vaidya
CEO, Predible Health.

Abhijith Chunduru
CTO, Predible Health.

Adarsh Raj
Chief Architect,
Predible Health.

‘Startups are
in the business
of innovation’
Healthcare in India is facing a mammoth task, and the advent of AI could prove to be the critical inflection
point that will turn the tide towards better patient care. Suthirth Vaidya, Abhijith Chunduru, and Adarsh
Raj offer insights into how their AI-powered solution for radiology imaging is helping doctors across the
country in disease detection.



What makes a successful startup team?
How do you create a culture of taking
risks and embracing failure?
We have always believed, like many, that
the first seven to 10 members of the team
are the most critical for any startup. Our
initial team was put together from those
known well to us—mostly first-and seconddegree connections—those we knew were
competitive and could grow with the startup.
Of course, we made a few wrong hires along
the way and those were due to expectations
from the market and customers we had not
quite anticipated.
For us, the ability to creatively solve
problems, working collaboratively, and taking

calculated risks matter the most. A culture of
trust is key to enabling risks and embracing
failures. We have tried to build a culture
where we communicate our challenges as
often as possible so that everyone, including
our customers, is aligned on the expectations.
We try not to shy away from sharing
‘bad news’ internally—instead, we try to
encourage sharing them as frequently and
early as possible.


Do you think ‘connect and coordinate’
as opposed to ‘command and control’
best suits a startup environment?
Startups are in the business of innovation,
and achieving that requires alignment and
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Anything that delivers
better care for the
patient will always win.
If physicians adopting AI
can deliver better care,
then that will inevitably
emerge as the standard of
care for everyone.

enablement—alignment with
the mission of the company,
and enablement as part of the
concerted effort to collectively
carve a new path. Hard
problems are tough to solve
with a ‘command and control’
approach since it does not give
the right incentives for the
team to go out of their way.
Being a data science team
operating in healthcare makes it increasingly
critical for us to expand this attitude
externally as well. We collaborate closely
with healthcare organisations that bring
in domain expertise and work with us to
collectively build solutions that will work in
complex environments.
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Is management education an enabler in
the entrepreneurial journey?
No one in our team has MBA degrees and
so we cannot comment on this. It certainly
looks like it has helped several build successful
companies. However, new businesses are
built on understanding one’s customers
well, which does not really depend on one’s
educational background.
AI has come to the fore relatively
recently, making it an aspect doctors
are not familiar with. How do you
market your products in such an
environment?
There are a total of 12,000 radiologists for
a population of over a billion in India. Given
this acute shortage, there are tremendous
workload and accessibility issues for highquality healthcare. Several lakhs of X-rays,
and CT and MRI scans are taken every day
across India.
Artificial Intelligence promises the value
proposition of bringing unprecedented
operational efficiency combined with
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reducing the chance of misdiagnosis for a
range of different high-burden conditions.
At the end of the day, anything that delivers
better care for the patient will always win.
If physicians adopting AI can deliver better
care, then that will inevitably emerge as the
standard of care for everyone.






How does Predible Health identify and
address gaps in the healthcare sector?
We work closely with a host of medical
institutions, such as Max Healthcare, Mahajan
Imaging, and Tata Memorial Hospital,
along with our own clinical advisory board.
Healthcare, in general, is a vast space and
there are several problems based on how you
look at it. We like to pick problems that can
potentially have a global impact and not just
in local markets. We have identified a few
broad speciality areas (in medicine) that we
are interested in, and continue to evolve our
solutions to cater to problems within them.
Currently, we have solutions catering to
pulmonology and stroke care.
How does Predible Health acquire
medical data for its deep learning
algorithms? How do you tackle patient
privacy concerns?
We have partnerships with several hospitals
to obtain access to data. Different hospitals
have different incentives for data sharing, and
these agreements have tried to cater to both
the research and commercial aspirations of
the organisations we collaborate with. All the
patient data is anonymised and stripped of all
identifiable patient information.
Is there a need for a global exchange
of medical information, specifically for
advancing AI? What are the networking
challenges involved in achieving this?
Much more than the quantity of data, the
challenge in healthcare is the quality of data.
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What skills will radiologists—among
other medical practitioners—require
to keep up with technologies like AI?
Should hospitals implement skilling
programmes to help keep pace?
Radiologists need to learn the technology,
its development, and the validation process
so that they can work collaboratively with
vendors to contribute to its development.

AI technologies are not perfect and they
will never replace a radiologists’ job. As the
technology evolves, it is therefore important
for radiologists, as drivers, to understand
how best they can tap into its potential for
their own practice as well as to help drive the
products to evolve to its best form.


What is the future of AI in healthcare?
Do you envision a future when
the entire process of detecting
abnormalities and diseases will be
fully automated?
There is often a parallel drawn between selfdriving cars and healthcare achieving level 1-4
autonomy over stages. Data in the automobile
industry show that mistakes due to fatigue
and driver error can be avoided through
the usage of AI. However, in healthcare, the
system always works towards providing better
care, sometimes irrespective of the cost. If a
physician using AI can deliver better care than
another physician or AI independently, then
that will be the model that wins.
It is also very difficult to remove the humane
element from the healthcare service process.
It is as critical, if not more, than the actual
diagnostic and treatment process.
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More often than not, hospital enterprises have
disparate IT systems that do not communicate
with each other. This results in fragmented
patient records with several missing pieces
of information. Combining this with the
patient’s inability to practically own his data,
a new paradigm needs to evolve for data
interoperability on a national and global
scale. Standardisation of data and data privacy
remain the key barriers to achieving this at
any impactful scale today.
However, that said, initiatives such as
CheXNet have open-sourced nearly millions
of chest X-ray images for the community
to develop and test AI algorithms, and has
certainly moved the ecosystem forward.
When executed well, identifying the right
problems and making the corresponding data
accessible can serve to encourage innovation
in the ecosystem. This role can be supported
by the local government or larger public
health organisations.
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Siddharth Dialani
CEO and Co-founder,
BharatAgri.

Sai Gole
Co-founder,
BharatAgri.

‘Move fast,
break things,
proceed forward’
Indian agriculture is on the cusp of a paradigm shift, moving away from centuries-old practices to cuttingedge technology. Siddharth Dialani and Sai Gole discuss how their farming technology platform is effecting
a transformation by providing farmers the tools they need to succeed in the era of ‘smart farming’.



What makes a successful startup team?
How do you create a culture of taking
risks and embracing failure?
Almost three years ago, when we were
starting up, we talked to several experienced
entrepreneurs. We asked them which area
of running the business must take our
significant time.
And one common answer was: hiring. We
always thought there was some exaggeration
in this response. However, now we realise that
there is not.
As founders of a fast-growing startup, we
must spend a significant amount of time in
continuous hiring to develop a successful
startup team. And that is just the first step.

The more difficult task is to retain them. First,
you need to hire people who are smarter
than you. But the downside is that they get
bored easily.You need to continuously feed
them with bigger and much more interesting
challenges. We must satisfy their hunger for
innovation and creativity. Furthermore, give
them the space to work on those challenges.
At BharatAgri, we follow the philosophy
of ‘move fast, break things, and proceed
forward’. The team is encouraged to take risks
as long as speed is not compromised. For a
startup of our size, to be successful, we must
launch products/features at a fast pace and
continue to iterate. And when we do that,
failure becomes a part of the journey. There
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process for entrepreneurs. I have seen and
met successful entrepreneurs who consult
their personal coaches and management
mentors on a regular basis.
We at BharatAgri would not be where we
are without the support of our mentors. And
most importantly, the market teaches you a
lot and makes you unlearn all your prejudices.
If you are building and growing fast, then
every day is a new experience and you learn
something completely new.

is no perfect product! The market and your
customers give you the answer, you come
back, reiterate, and ship again. One successful
launch occurs after several failed attempts,
and that is appreciated.
Do you think ‘connect and coordinate’
as opposed to ‘command and control’
best suits a startup environment?
Not only in a startup environment, I think
in any environment, corporate, startup, or
any group, ‘command and control’ would
not work.
History is full of with examples
where successful leaders have
We started BharatAgri to
had to live and dine with
their employees. One needs
fundamentally transform
to establish a connect with
the agriculture ecosystem
the team, understand their
in India. We need to
pain points, and find the best
change the way farming
possible solution.
is done and draw more
With increasing competition
and existence of abundant
profits out of a single
opportunities, it is easy for
piece of land.
employees to find better
opportunities if they find the
environment unfit for themselves. The culture
must encourage innovation and collaboration.
Creativity is killed whenever the team moves
towards unnecessary control.Your team is
spending 65 per cent of their waking life with
the company and that better be good.
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Is management education an enabler in
the entrepreneurial journey?
Given that both the founders at BharatAgri
are not management graduates, we are not the
best people to answer this question. We would
never know until we experience management
education ourselves. I think it is wrong to
dismiss a curriculum that has been working
well for decades, churning out successful
businesspersons over the years. However, I do
believe that learning is an eternal and ongoing
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As a socio-economic startup, what
challenges have you faced in trying
to balance social good and revenue
generation?
Fundamentally, BharatAgri is a for-profit start
up. We believe in sustainable and fast-growing
business models that have a multifold impact
on the sector.
Agriculture is a mammoth industry that we
are targeting. And the current systems of
functioning are centuries old. This not only
brings inefficiencies in the system but also
affects the livelihood of millions of farmers.
When an industry of this size is targeted, the
overall business economics must make sense
and lead to sustainability. BharatAgri has been
a revenue-making company since day one
and we continue to build solutions that the
customer would pay for.
However, at the same time, it is necessary to
imbibe the vision that we have at BharatAgri.
We started the company to fundamentally
transform the agriculture ecosystem in India.
We need to change the way farming is done
and draw more profits out of a single piece
of land.
Along the path, with many challenges, it
is natural to get distracted and move away
from your vision.Your culture and work
environment must bring you back to your
vision whenever the need arises.
BharatAgri’s vision is aligned with some of

Cover
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the United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals. While making the agriculture
ecosystem more profitable and efficient
not only for individual growers but also for
industries like farm finance, crop input,
farm-to-market, etc., we are moving towards
low poverty, low hunger, and good health
and well-being.
When the organisation is moving in the
right direction and aligning its vision with
sustainable development goals, it becomes
relatively easier to attract the right talent
as well.


How has BharatAgri bridged the gap
between technology and farming?
How do you view the future role of
AI and related technology in the field
of agriculture?
During the conceptualising days of
BharatAgri, we always wanted to build
technology that is scalable. There are more
than 140 million farmers in India. And to
positively impact most of them, we need to
do it in a cost-efficient way.
In the pre-Jio era, most of our communication
to our primary users—farmers—was through
SMS and phone call. A lot has changed since
then. Indian farmers currently have much
better access to the internet and smartphones.
BharatAgri has since then developed an app
that is available in five different languages.
Markets can be categorised into advanced,
semi-advanced, and traditional segments.
Same is the case with agriculture as well.
The traditional ones are hard to reach due to
poor physical and net connectivity.
They would be in villages where
communicating is a challenge and higher
efforts are required to educate people about
new kinds of technologies.
On the other end, there are advanced
segments, though in a much lower
proportion, who are not only easier to reach

but are early adopters as well. Their mindset
allows them to try out new technologies and
experience results first-hand.
In the middle of these two segments lie the
semi-advanced market segment. They are in
large numbers and aspire to move towards the
advanced segment. They have decent access to
smartphones and are also the beneficiaries of
financial inclusion initiatives. They are eager
to try out new technologies but are limited by
availability and access.
Through our sophisticated mobile app
(Android), we have positively impacted more
than 130,000 such farmers in India.
With cutting-edge technology, sophisticated
algorithms, and data science, we provide
actionable insights to our users. These
solutions are personalised to the problems
they face at their farms. Our users see a
40 per cent to 60 per cent increase in yields
along with a 20 per cent reduction in cost
of production.
Using our proprietary algorithms, we are the
only company in India that provides dynamic
weather-based advisory to farmers. Even
though weather prediction is a common
feature available to our users from many
different industry players, we are the only
company that provides them actionable
insights on their farm, based on changing
climate conditions.
The appetite and hunger for technology
among Indian farmers is huge. Going forward,
our team is working hard towards integrating
satellite image-based advisory for our users.
This will be a one-of-its-kind solution for
farmers who have the potential to transform
how farming is done in India.
On their smartphones, BharatAgri users
will be able to identify patches in their farm
that are not doing as well as the rest of their
field. Moreover, our machine learningbased technology will be able to predict the
presence of pests and diseases before they
INDIAN MANAGEMENT
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Can you give us a measure of Bharat
Agri’s impact?
BharatAgri’s solutions have positively
impacted more than 130,000 farmers in India.
Based on data from their soil, water, and local
weather conditions, we provide them a stepby-step guide to model farming techniques.
This not only increases their
yield from the farm but also
BharatAgri’s solutions
reduces the cost of cultivation.
There are multifold effects that
have positively impacted
improve long-term soil health
more than 130,000
as well.
farmers in India. Based
For some of the most common
on data from their soil,
crops like onion, BharatAgri
farmers in Maharashtra have
water, and local weather
seen a 60 per cent increase in
conditions, we provide
yield as compared to average
them a step-by-step
yields in the locality.
guide to model farming
Lack of systematic and scientific
techniques.
advisory has been affecting
Indian farmers for over a
decade, keeping their yields and incomes
low. BharatAgri has been trying to solve this
problem at scale.
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How is your business model/strategy
different from that of competitors?
Over the years, several industry players have
been providing advisory services to Indian
farmers free of cost. These businesses revolve
around adjacent models like e-commerce,
credit, finance, etc.
Such models, in our experience, bring a
two-fold problem. First, the farmers—or
any user for that matter—do not value free
services. Due to this, their compliance goes
for a toss. When compliance is poor, it is
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an uphill task to generate business out of
adjacent models.
BharatAgri is developing an advisory and
communication platform for farmers.
Our users can participate in it against a
subscription fee. Given that they have to pay
a fee, the platform must be of extreme value
to them. This has compelled us to develop
unique and effective solutions for our users,
which would bring them back regularly to the
platform and make them compliant with the
advisory we are providing.
When we have a large number of active
and compliant users on the platform who
are engaging in a meaningful way, we aim to
connect them to different industry partners,
thus facilitating transactions between them
efficiently. Access to BharatAgri-verified
users will hook these partners to the
platform, furthermore increasing its value.
As a business model, going forward, a
majority of the revenue for BharatAgri will
come from these industry partners, and
subscription charges will be like a
compliance fee.

(As told to Anitha Moosath and Bindu Nair)
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are visible to the naked eye. This is combined
with the basic features available to our users
wherein they can request for soil testing and
agri-doctor consultancy at the click of
a button.
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Organisations that truly think long term invest heavily in building
game-changing teams.
Muniinder K Anand, Center for Creative Leadership

team
building

Power of many

L

et us start by asking a few
questions: Is there a need
for teams in organisations?
Why does it matter that they
succeed? Why must they be
game-changers?
A ‘team’, to a layman, is a
group of players on either side in a competitive
game or sport. In the corporate context, it
refers to a group of individuals working in a
competitive environment—motivated by the
common goal to outlast competitors in the
game of bagging client contracts, increasing
market share, building the best products,
harnessing innovation potential, and so on.
We need teams because our collective ability
is greater than our individual capacities. Also,
if we, as individuals, work on only our tasks
and priorities without any common sense of
direction, then the result will not necessarily be
the one we expected when we set out.
Teams are necessary also because it is
important to align individual efforts
with common goals. Such alignment and

coordination are critical to organisational
success since teams invariably comprise all kinds
of people who depend on each other
for information, access to resources, and
domain-, area-, and industry-specific knowledge
and skills.
A ‘game-changer’, as defined by Oxford English
Dictionary, is ‘an event, idea, or procedure that
effects a significant shift in the current way of
doing or thinking about something’. In today’s
ever-changing economy, characterised by rapid
shifts and dynamic trends, such as artificial
intelligence, design thinking, Internet of Things,
automation, and an evolving geopolitical
environment, the key differentiator would be to
maintain a competitive edge. What is needed to
navigate successfully and stay ahead is a gamechanging team, the kind that brings about a
significant change in the way of doing business
and doing things differently to produce tangible
business outcomes.
More and more organisations are directing
their efforts towards supporting and driving
business strategies with the help of talent
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While adopting a strategic
outlook, organisations
must also look at
optimising operational
efficiency; the drive of
individuals to succeed
must be tempered with
collective ownership
of goals.

strategies. The talent
strategies being developed and
sought are the kind that are
detailed, speaking to business
structures such as centralised/
decentralised, verticals based
on business unit/centres of
excellence that extend across
geography and are not limited
to or by country or region
or areas. These strategies are
crucial to building gamechanging teams, as they generate value and
relevance and ensure competitive advantage.
Stakeholder buy-in is also critical while
developing talent strategies. Leaders committed
to this cause are good at making a business case
for talent development, and they deeply invest
in laying the building blocks to sustain and
support the initiatives. They own the process
and hold others accountable for identifying,
developing, and retaining individuals with the
potential to be a part of the game-changing
team; these individuals are often referred to as
high potentials in HR terms.
Creating an authentic game-changing talent
strategy is not simple; it is mired in ambiguity
and complexity. How to balance the imperative
to be strategically oriented while maintaining
operational excellence? How does the strategy
support a strong, enabling culture for all and
yet create space for high potentials to chart
their route? How can the strategy be relevant
and compliant with local norms even while
resonating with the global ethos? How does
one provide structure and process to ensure
governance and yet be flexible and agile vis-a-vis
the changing environment?
Game-changing teams are the ones that look
at these conflicts as opportunities rather than
trade-offs. These are, in fact, polarities that must
be managed and prioritised as the situations
evolve; there is no one-size-fits-all. All these are
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important and come with characteristic tension
that ought to be reconciled. While adopting a
strategic outlook, organisations must also look
at optimising operational efficiency; the drive of
individuals to succeed must be tempered with
collective ownership of goals; a global mindset
should strive for local relevance; legacies and
past success must not stand in the way of fresh
ideas and new plans. Championing these four
polarities is the way organisations can look at
formulating the talent strategy, which forms the
foundation of game-changing teams.
A game-changing team may have all the
good-to-have features—shared commitment,
ownership, energy, innovation, etc. I have found
that the following five strategies work and can
deliver business results when building
game-changing teams:
 Nurture relationships
Nurturing and building relationships is crucial
to team behaviour and success. A recent
Harvard Business School study found that teams
that engage with each other outside of work are
more likely to succeed and outperform others.
A successful team needs the support of key
stakeholders who may take on the roles of
advocates or sponsors. They may be customers,
business partners downstream or upstream,
or, in some cases, even competitors. The
involvement and engagement level required
to develop relationships with both external
and internal stakeholders may vary or differ
depending on the team’s tasks.
 Engage in trust building
Developing trust is centric to deepen
relationships and enhance engagement. It helps
in breaking barriers to collaboration, enables
adjustment to growth, and conditions people to
adapt to as well as drive change.
Teams functioning in today’s context face
problems and shifts that are quite complex—
gaining market share, boosting productivity, and
developing products with short go-to-market

team
building
Effectiveness indicators
Results oriented indicators
Achievement of team-specific
tasks by the team instead of an
individual
Supporting the team through
citizenship behaviour
Supporting the organisation
through citizenship behaviour

Successful teams know
that if they are fully
empowered to make
decisions based on the
information available and
their logical reasoning,
then they will be not be
reprimanded for
a mistake.
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Feeling oriented indicators
Satisfaction level of the team
with the team

Learning oriented
The efficiencies which are
created by the team

Satisfaction level with
members of the team
Commitment to and
identification with the team

Improvement of efficiencies
over a period of time
Ability to adapt approach to
changing conditions

timelines while working on
operational efficiency. Having a
high degree of trust is essential
to be able to work on these
priorities. Building trust may
seem easy but it has its own
set of unique demands and
challenges. Trust is a complex
construct with its definition
changing with different people.
One may have a high or low
degree of trust, yet it elicits an
emotional response. Research undertaken by
Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) suggests
that results in three core areas may be utilised
to measure team efficacy and effectiveness. (See
table above)
 Imbibe agility and flexibility
In order to survive and thrive, organisations
ought to be flexible in the way they operate
and deliver—agile in both thought and action.
Emphasis must be on building judgment early
and enabling decision-making in dynamic
scenarios. The need is for an owner’s mindset
versus a tenant’s mindset, to operate and
execute strategies and plans effectively.
 Demonstrate courage
Great leaders have often demonstrated courage
under adverse conditions—Martin Luther King,
Nelson Mandela, Mother Theresa, and Amelia

Earhart, to name a few. Simon Sinek once said
that “the courage of leadership is giving others
the chance to succeed even though you bear the
responsibility for getting things done.” Good
leaders demonstrate courage by expressing
confidence in their team members. It is about
enabling the team members so that they can
respond effectively even during a crisis because
they know that the leadership team expects
them to be decisive, based on their convictions
and assessment of the situation.
 Support risk-taking
An organisation that looks unfavourably at every
risk, any mistake that is made in good faith, and
attempts to help is not cut out to succeed in the
long term, and neither are teams that follow the
same route. Successful teams know that if they
are fully empowered to make decisions based
on the information available and their logical
reasoning, then they will be not be reprimanded
for a mistake.
As it is often said, “Training is costly, price of
not training is even more”. Thus, organisations
need to shift from an earning mindset to a
learning mindset and invest in the journey of
building game-changing teams.
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Pat McManamon, author of The Intentional Sales Manager, talks about misconceptions held by
sales managers, which stand in the way of their teams realising their full potential.

Myth
buster

The right
approach

T

he job of leading a
sales team is one of the
most challenging in any
organisation.Yet, there
are some pervasive myths
that many managers buy
into—myths that keep
their teams from achieving their full potential.
Below is my list of the five most damaging
myths about being a sales manager, and the
reality behind each.
MYTH 1: I have arrived
Most managers acknowledge the importance
of professional development for the members
of their team, but how many make developing
themselves professionally a priority? In my
experience, it is only a small percentage.
Too many sales managers assume that simply
having the title of manager means that they
have ‘arrived’, and that they know more or

less everything they need to know. A perceived
lack of time is often a factor here. Very often,
as managers move higher in their organisation,
they feel more pressure to produce results—
and often resort to working longer hours in the
hope of achieving more. If working more does
not work, they resort to working harder. While
this is playing out, they have little to no time
to even consider professional development.
Ultimately, they recognise this deficiency and
vow to address the problem ‘when I find the
time’. That time is never found. This common
cycle sends the wrong message to their people.
It implies that managers are above the growth
and development stage, which most people
would acknowledge is the farthest thing
from the truth. Committing to your personal
professional development plan and being
intentional about carrying it out is vital to the
culture of your team and essential to supporting
its capacity to grow.
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The best sales leaders
know that everything
of consequence on a
sales team gets done as
a result of interpersonal
relationships, not what
shows up on a business
card.

MYTH 2: I can coach individual
salespeople during team
meetings
Attempting to address individual
performance gaps in a group
meeting is a big mistake. Some
managers claim that they do this
because they want to use time
efficiently; others may admit
that they are uncomfortable with
confronting the members of their
staff about underperformance during one-onone meetings. Whatever the justification, this
strategy is simply not effective. It demotivates
individuals and hurts team morale. Effective
managers use one-on-one meetings to
assess individual performance gaps, support
salespeople as they take ownership of those
gaps, help them connect the benefit of closing
those gaps to the discomfort of change, and then
help them identify what specific changes will
take place and when. Once this is complete, the
process of change is just beginning. Managers
must consistently check with the individual
about their progress and provide resources
when necessary to help the employee on their
personal growth journey.

MYTH 3: My authority is based on my title
The best sales leaders know that everything
of consequence on a sales team gets done as a
result of interpersonal relationships, not what
shows up on a business card.Your formal title,
your position on the organisational chart, has
little or nothing to do with the quality of the
relationship you build with each individual team
member. A high-quality relationship with a good
salesperson tends to be productive; a lowquality relationship tends to be less so. So, what
makes for a high-quality relationship? The most
important factor is trust. Trust is a function of
the time and attention you invest on a personal
level in your relationship with that salesperson.
Trust is not a function of your job title. Once
34
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you have earned the salesperson’s trust, you can
accomplish truly amazing things together.
On the other hand, if you rely solely on your
formal position as the basis of the authority
you try to exert in your interactions with that
salesperson, then you will find that your title
actually becomes a hindrance to building up
trust within the relationship.
MYTH 4: The salesperson’s personal goals are
not my business
Actually, facilitating your team members’
articulation and refinement of their own
personal goals is your business. It is perhaps the
most important part of your job description.
Once your people identify what really matters
most to them on a personal level, and what
they want to make happen in their own lives, a
powerful momentum emerges. They are driven
by a big ‘why’ that drives them to achieve
both their personal goals and the important
business and performance goals that support
those personal aspirations. Unless you have a
strong enough person-to-person relationship to
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Myth
buster

A manager who is
good at holding people
accountable is not a
control freak. Instead,
an effective manager
is comfortable being a
resource to help people
accomplish what they
said they wanted to
accomplish.

help the salesperson discuss and
identify the personal goals that
truly motivate him or her as an
individual, you will not be able to
help that person to reach his or
her highest potential.

MYTH 5: Accountability equals
micromanagement
Many sales managers have a
profound misunderstanding about
what the word ‘accountability’
means. A manager who is good
at holding people accountable
is not a control freak. Instead, an effective
manager is comfortable being a resource to help
people accomplish what they said they wanted
to accomplish. The minute a controlling or
unilateral impulse takes over, the minute we
assume that we are or should be responsible

for ensuring the proper execution of all the
details of the salesperson’s process, we have
moved beyond accountability. The relationship
is no longer productive or healthy. Instead,
it has become a platform for a power trip.
Your goal as a manager is to understand the
salesperson’s personal objectives well enough
to be able to help them to notice, and adjust
to, those situations where their own behaviours
are not supporting the goals they have set for
themselves. Supporting the salesperson is not
the same as taking personal control of the
salesperson’s process.Your job is simply to issue
an authentic expression of concern, one that
supports and motivates them to course-correct.
Understanding the reality behind these five
potentially damaging myths will make life easier
for yourself, for your team members, and for
your customers.
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Plasticity—the quality of being easily shaped and moulded—is vital to organisations
of today in order to transform into ‘organisations of tomorrow’.

Strategy

dr tara swart, author, the source

Business
as a brain

I

n an age of ambiguity and discomfort,
the ripple effect of geopolitical
and psycho-social events is
unprecedented. Amid the US-China
trade war, Brexit, and #MeToo
movement, the need for organisations
of all kinds to pivot is clear.
But behind a change in product, output,
service, culture, or principle is a massive amount
of physical and psychological work. To pull this
off, corporations need organisational plasticity,
which I refer to as their ability to adapt and keep
in line with the ever-changing milieu that we
operate in.
Organisational plasticity started as a metaphor
rooted in neuroscience and data science.
Neuroplasticity is our brain’s ability to change
itself, while in data science neurons are the
individual elements of an artificial neural
network, which can extract patterns within data.

When it comes to organisations, the neuron
equates to each person that makes up the
workforce.
To aid this process, I created, with the input
of Dirk Rossey and Kevin Wong at Arowana
International, the model of a business as a brain.
I also launched this concept at my Applied
Neuroscience Program at MIT Sloan in 2018
and started collecting data from pilot tests on
global corporations.
To build the model, we ran polls of staff at
companies seeking feedback on the strategy,
environment, and ability to adapt to change in
their organisation. Response rates were low, so
instead, we created our own Facetime-style app
to interview respondents. The data was fed into
machine learning platforms from Microsoft,
Amazon, IBM, and Google, which also provided
a sense of their emotional state.
The idea was to create a report on their
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Focusing solely on your
bottom line today means
you might not have a
bottom line in the future.
Organisational plasticity
is therefore vital to
commercial success.

company’s ‘plasticity index’.
Akin to a net promoter score,
this gives us a plasticity score
from an open-ended question,
leaving it open for AI to pick
up, and if necessary, prompt
further response on any of
the dimensions that make up
organisational plasticity.
There were the challenges:
unstructured feedback can be harder to analyse.
It leads to golden nuggets of information, but
more follow-up questions are required. AI also
struggled to gauge age and sentiment, which
may be a limiting factor in how AI can be used.
We also relied on an iPhone’s AI to transcribe
the audio stream to text, but this is sometimes
done incorrectly.
Still, we intend to create an index of
companies across industries that have a high
degree of neuroplasticity, to share best practice
and spur ideas for change. There are myriad
examples of organisations that have successfully
pivoted—be it into a new business line,
reforming their processes with technology, or
their internal culture to enable innovation
to flourish.
BlackRock is one example. The world’s
biggest asset manager has gone from being
predominantly a financial services firm to being
much more technology-, artificial intelligence-,
and algorithm-focused. It acquired an analytics
platform called Aladdin, for example, that
can track and analyse the risks in its complex
holdings. It also bought eFront, an analytics
company for the private equity, real estate, and
direct lending industries.
What we can take away from this is that every
company needs to become machine learningsavvy in an age of digitisation and robotics.
Organisations should be looking for new
technology to improve their efficiency so they
are more malleable and can thereby respond to
change faster.
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Another example is the Big Four accounting
firms—KPMG, EY, PwC, and Deloitte. At least
they used to be accounting firms—they have
branched out into consulting, which is now their
biggest service line, in response to customer
needs. They realised they could cross-sell
services to the FTSE100 firms whose accounts
they audited, leveraging client relationships that
are already established.
Companies need to think outside the box in
this way to anticipate future customer needs
and consider if what they are doing presently is
truly still valuable. Take the example of
big pharma or biotech companies that
are grappling with a rapidly ageing global
population, with mental health conditions such
as dementia likely to overtake physical health
conditions in the coming decades. Should
these companies put fewer resources into
cardiovascular health and more into protentional
treatment of dementia? Stepping back and
reflecting on these types of questions is essential
to future-proofing organisations.
Workforces will also need to adapt. Vast
swathes of the global workforce are expected to
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lose their jobs to robots in the coming decades,
and thus will need to be retrained. Bill Gates
speaks about the growing need for a greater
educational focus on biological science and
technology science, for instance.Yet, while
technical skills like coding are increasingly
important, it is the softer abilities like creativity
and innovation that seem unlikely to be
replicated by robots anytime soon.
The problem is that we are preparing
workforces for changes, jobs, and roles that
do not even exist yet. What truly will enable
organisational plasticity is a mindset shift that
will prepare us to be able to respond well to
the coming changes, which are destined to be
profound. Organisational plasticity is not so
much about making changes now, it is about
preparing for future change.
Some savvy corporations are creating cultures
in which they are able to pivot more quickly.
Consider the wealth of innovation teams in big
corporates, whose employees are dedicated
solely to keeping their eyes and ears to the
ground, looking for potential changes to make
that can be useful to the business. If companies
do not keep an eye out for what changes are

taking place in the world, they will not be able
to pivot effectively.
Focusing solely on your bottom line today
means you might not have a bottom line in the
future. Organisational plasticity is therefore vital
to commercial success.
Start by examining the environment around
your business and your industry—what is
changing, what is disappearing, and what is
becoming more vital than ever before?
Does your organisation have the capacity to
build efficiency and effectiveness in its processes?
Have the business-critical, key stakeholder
relationships been nurtured in the present and
when looking to the future? Is innovation a
luxury or a true focus? A lot can be gained by
stepping back and reflecting on these questions,
but if you are really looking to take a leap,
then consider stepping forward to have your
organisation evaluated in the next step of trials I
will be conducting.* The future is bright, if you
make it.

Reference
* www.orgplasticity.com
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With sustainability concerns growing steadily by the day, it is prudent for businesses
to make the necessary shift and seize the opportunities that come along.

Trend

Marga Hoek, author, The Trillion Dollar Shift

Adapt and thrive,
or deny and die

W

e have
entered a
new decade
in which
sustainable
business and
capital will
develop and grow in an unprecedented way.
Throughout the 2010s, technology proved
to be the definite game-changer. This will
continue in the 2020s, yet the perspective
will be from society at large, as the shift to
sustainable business and capital will no doubt
be the most significant shift of the next decade.
It is absolutely vital that business and capital
in India use technological means to make this
shift to sustainability. The numbers tell us that
business will fail in a world that is falling apart
due to climate change, resource scarcity, lack
of drinking water, and growing inequality.
Public concern on the impact of climate
change is growing rapidly, and rightfully so.
Many of these problems are especially
prevalent in India. Malnutrition affects the
lives of 40 per cent of children (Assocham
and EY Report, 2017) in the nation. Cities
across India suffer from overflow of waste.
Urban India generates 62 million tons of
garbage every year (Planning Commission,
Government of India Report, 2014). India has
been increasingly suffering from heat waves
recently, and statistics reveal that at least 4,620

people have died in the last four years due to
extreme heat causing dehydration and heat
stroke. A recent study found that India suffers
the most pollution-related deaths in
the world.
But these issues open up vast opportunities
within the region for sustainable business
solutions. There is tremendous potential
for growth and development in the food
and agriculture sector within India, for
instance. The promotion of gender equality
and women empowerment in regional areas
will contribute greatly to the growth and
efficiency of smallholder farms. India’s Joint
Forest Management programme has already
successfully partnered with communities to
reduce forest degradation. But the biggest
business opportunity in developing Asia is
in cutting food loss across the supply chain;
in India, low-income food markets are the
strongest opportunity for businesses. There
are also many opportunities in developing
low-cost heating and cooling systems to be
made available.
The whole point of setting Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030 is that
with this deadline in place, we will aim to
achieve them in time to safeguard a functioning
and lasting world and economy. Since we
adopted the goals in 2015, there has been much
preparation. The next 10 years will have to be a
period of action, rather than words.
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Millennial and Gen Z consumers will
drive change in the 2020s
Sustainability will become much more
important to big and small companies in the
decade ahead, as new generations become
the largest portion of both consumer and
workforce markets. Millennials are already a
large proportion of the consumer and labour
markets, and they have noticeably started to be
a driver for sustainable change. They demand
purpose-driven companies as employers, are
willing to pay more for sustainable products,
and do not accept non-sustainable practices
from companies. Gen Z entering the workplace
and consumer market right after them will
continue to demand action. A recent McKinsey
study showed that 90 per cent of
Gen Z expects brands to take a responsible
approach to societal issues. A recent survey of
millennials in India showed they are much more
likely to want to take lower carbon footprint
holidays than older generations, and the travel
industry is already adapting—offering
zero-waste, plastic-free hotels, ethical
home-sharing platforms, and hotels built
without damage to the eco-system.
Companies will have to get a move on if
they want to become and stay relevant since
they will need to respond rapidly and at scale
to the major changes ahead in workforce and
consumer demands.
 Technology for good
Technology is the biggest accelerator for
sustainability in the 2020s, or at least it should
be. Smart companies are already aware that
they should use technology to drive sustainable
change. In the next decade, every company,
regardless of the sector, needs to go tech. Small
and big data, robotics, AI, drones, and other
innovative technologies offer new pathways to
sustainability as well as business opportunities.
Technology creates a hyper-transparent
future since it is driving new possibilities and
expectations for real-time tracking, measuring,


Business for good is good business
Business and capital should also want to achieve
the Goals. The SDGs offer tremendous new
market opportunities, $12 trillion by 2030 to
be precise.
The Goals also inspire new ways to relate
to customers and employees, build company
reputations, and trigger organisational agility.
They also write the roadmap on how to
become and stay relevant in the market and
the economy.
NavAlt Solar & Electric Boats Private Limited
is a brilliant example of business for good in
India. Their aim is to help build a more efficient
water transport system that runs on green
energy rather than fossil fuels. They have used
technology created for electric vehicles, along
with solar energy technology to create new
designs for eco-friendly boats and ferries that do
not pollute the waters they operate in.
Being at the forefront of sustainability during
the next decade will mean being on the winning
side of business. This can be done with a positive
business case: business for good is, in fact, good
business, like the title of my book The Trillion
Dollar Shift states. So, what are the emerging
trends for companies to build on throughout
the 2020s?
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In the next decade,
governmental policies and
tax systems will have to
change to support recycling
rather than frustrating it
and to put a, right, price on
carbon and resources.
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and decision-making around
the globe. Thus, these new
technologies are crucial
for transforming supply
chains, products, and
services as well as the way
companies communicate
and interact with clients and
stakeholders. We will need
to rely on technological
innovation to enable us to
beat climate change by inventing and scaling
electric vehicles in ways that have not been
effectively addressed yet, like trucks, ships, and
airplanes. By inventing cheap as well as longterm storage solutions, accessible solar power,
carbon capture and storage, and hydrogen
solutions, the companies with technological
solutions will thrive, and so will our planet.
SafeCity is an exciting example of how
tech for good is changing lives in India. Using
Ushahidi technology, they are making cities in
India safer for women, giving them a way to
anonymously and safely report harassment and
abuse. According to National Crime Records
Bureau, a rape occurs every 15 minutes in India.
SafeCity has gathered nearly 10,000 reports
over the past few years. This real-time reporting
of danger or potential danger to women has
allowed SafeCity to advocate to cities for
more streetlighting, awareness campaigns, and
improved city resources to protect women.
 Circular economy for real
The 2020s will compel a major shift toward a
circular economy. For companies, incremental
changes in the supply chain will no longer
suffice. Supply chains will need to be redesigned
and reinvented, as technology enables the
transformation and the new generations
demand it.
In Mumbai, two out of three municipal dumps
are shut due to over-capacity. Companies such
as GPS (Green Power Systems) Renewables
and Attero Recycling are tackling this issue not

merely by aiming at mitigating the severity of
the problem, but by creating positive impact.
GPS Renewables operates 25 projects in cities
across India and Bangladesh. Their ‘BioUrja’
(a smart biogas plant) converts organic waste
into energy.
In the next decade, governmental policies
and tax systems will have to change to support
recycling rather than frustrating it and to put
a, right, price on carbon and resources. Even
without these changes, consumers will demand
more recycled packaging and sustainable supply
chains. Consumers will insist upon a no-waste
policy, which will necessitate a fresh perspective
on how we do business, and will require the
bold move to a real circular economy.
 The investment shift
As in the next few years, the growth of the
concern on climate change will accelerate,
regulatory pressures will increase as well as the
demands for corporate companies to disclose
climate and other ESG-related risks, and the
impact of sustainability on investments will
see a tremendous growth in the next decade.
From the risk side, there is a need to. The above
creates a what we call transitional risk, a risk
that results from policy, legal, technology,
and market changes. On the opportunity
side, it becomes increasingly clear that do not
underperform but outperform ‘mainstream’
investments and thus, there is a business reason
to shift. Last but not least, the new generations
demand sustainable investment and banking and
mortgage products and services and thus will
drive change throughout the financial sector.
The 2020s will be the decade of sustainability.
Businesses must adapt and thrive, or deny
and die. The future of all of us, and thus of
business relies on our joint ability to transform.
Tackling the challenge means new opportunities
for growth, innovation, and resilience
investments.
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